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Equity Research

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
3Q 2020 operating results
• Simon collected 85% of its net billed rent in the third quarter
• last nine-month period in comparable-property net income declined by
24.4% year-on-year
• diluted EPS decreased to $2.74 from $5.15 for the same period last year
• the reported consolidated lease income declined from $3,887 million to
$3,290 million due to deferrals and abatements and also income from
unconsolidated entities witnessed a significant drop of $160.1 million for
the same period.
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Response to COVID-19 impact
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• significant reduction of all non-essential corporate spending and
property operating expenses, including discretionary marketing spend;
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• temporary furlough of certain employees as a result of governmental
“stay home” orders;
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• suspension of more than $1.0 billion redevelopment and development
projects;
• salary suspension for the company’s Executives and Board of Directors.
As a result, total operating expenses decreased by $169.3 million.

MACROECONOMIC OUTLOOK
The world is climbing out from the depths of the
Great Lockdown, but with the COVID-19 pandemic
continuing to spread, many countries have slowed
reopening and reinstating partial lockdowns:
• after the rebound in 2021, global growth is expected
to gradually slow down to about 3.5% into the
medium term;
• significant projected increase in the stock of
sovereign debt;
• unemployment is expected at 7.6% for 2020 and to
decline in future years back to normal values: 5.5%
in 2021, 4.6% in 2022, and 4.0% in 2023
• Inflation (FED target 2%): the median core inflation
rate is predicted to rise in the coming years: 1.7% in
2021, 1.8% in 2022, and 2.0% in 2023

COMPANY OVERVIEW
The company develops and manages premier shopping, dining,
entertainment, and mixed-use destinations, which consist primarily of
Malls, Premium Outlets,The Mills, and International Properties.
Business Strategy
• Simon Property Group manages top-quality commercial assets
targeting areas with dense populations and high income;
• The company always includes big-box retailers and anchor stores in its
centers, attracting high foot traffic;
• SPG offers different solutions and services to omnichannel customers
(such as fast pick-up areas and e-payments);
• Outside the US borders the company operates through joint ventures
to exploit partners’ geographical expertise and to avoid organizational
issues (i.e. Klepierre in Europe).

RISK FACTORS
There are many different typologies of risk relating to retail operations, to investments, and to tax advantages:
The brick-and-mortar commercial industry
has experienced difficult times being
continuously put under pressure by the
advent and spread of the E-commerce

The COVID-19 situation has strongly
impacted the probability of tenant’s
bankruptcies which lead to vacancy and
payment deferrals/abatements

In order to qualify as REIT and maintain the advantage to avoid double taxation at a corporate level, the
company has to comply with several requirements:
to derive at least 75% of gross income
from rents, interest on mortgages that
finance real property, or real estate sales

to have no more than 50% of its shares
held by five or fewer individuals

to pay out a minimum of 90% of taxable
income through shareholders dividends
each year

to invest at least 75% of total assets in
Real Estate assets
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Performance Variation of REITs Sectors
REIT
sectors
exhibited
significant
performance
differentiation over the short and long-term periods. Retail
REITs underperformed considerably due to:
• the shift toward online shopping
• certain specialty sectors such as tower and data center

The retail real estate industry is dynamic and competitive.
SPG competes with numerous merchandise distribution
channels, including malls, outlet centers, community/lifestyle
centers, and other shopping centers in the United States
and abroad. The company also competes with internet
retailing sites and catalogs.

SWOT ANALYSIS OF SPG
Weaknesses

Strengths
Strong dealer community
Reliable suppliers
Product innovation
High returns on Capital Expenditure
Strong Free Cash Flows

Limited success outside core business
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Opportunities
New customers from the online channel
Differentiation of pricing strategy in the
new market thanks to new algorithms

Poor product demand forecasting

Threats
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New technologies developed by
competitors or market disruptors
Changing consumer purchasing
behavior

COMPETITORS ANALYZED
All the competitors analyzed focus on high quality properties designed for commercial real estate such as
regional malls, premium outlet centers, community/lifestyle centers and shopping districts.

WACC AND ROIC
Assumptions

Risk-Free
Rate

Beta

Equity Risk
Premium

• the cost of equity is estimated through the CAPM

0.97%

1.63

7.09%

Cost of
Debt

Cost of
Equity

Tax Rate

3.00%

12.53%

0.35%

• the risk-free rate is equal to the 10Y Treasury Bond
• we assumed a cost of debt of 3%
• the market value of debt, and the market return are
obtained from the Bloomberg database
Outcome
Since Simon Property Group is generating higher
returns on investments than how much capital
providers expect, in the long run its value will
continue to grow.

WACC

ROIC

7.61%

8.83%

STOCK PERFORMANCE
S&P 500 and FTSE NAREIT All Equity REITs
are the two main benchmarks for Simon
Property Group stock performance.
While other stocks had a significant rebound
after the market collapse in February 2020,
Simon Property Group stock has not yet
recovered.
This delay in recovery is mainly due to
government
restrictions
weighing
on
companies focused on high quality
commercial real estate such as Simon
Property Group.

FINANCIAL RESULTS
• Pre-crisis track records show a stable revenue growth
of 2%
• EBITDA margin above 80%
• Strong stock repurchasing policy
• 2020 Q3 registered a 18,5% revenue drop

Financial Forecasts
• based on SPG last available quarters’ trend and adjusted
for the uncertainty caused by the new COVID-19 wave
• utilize analysts’ industry projections (brick-and-mortar
segment) as a proxy to estimate the rebound timing
• incoming vaccines to raise hope for future permanent
re-openings.
Overall, we expect a strong rebound by mid-2021, followed
by a re-convergence towards normal growth levels.

MULTIPLES ANALYSIS
Sample criteria

• geographical scope: both US and Europe to represent SPG portfolio
diversification
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In order to obtain reasonable value intervals for the
valuation, we computed the 25th and 75th quantiles
to derive the interquartile range for each single
multiple. Then we applied those figures to SPG
corresponding metrics to obtain several price
intervals on which we based the equity valuation.

• company portfolio: class A malls, top-quality outlets and shopping
districts
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The valuation also includes forward FY1 multiples
based on forecasted data to incorporate expectations
about future performance (source: Reuters).

• core business: management, sale, and lease of commercial properties
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Selected multiples comprehend both asset-side and
equity-side measures. Among the equity-side figures
the most relevant is the FFO multiple. Indeed, Funds
From Operation is a special non-GAAP measure to
express REITs cash generating ability from pure
operations, thus highly meaningful for the industry.

Unibail-RodamcoWestfield
25th-percentile
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FOOTBALL FIELD
SPG Market
Cap $ 26B
52-WEEKS RANGE

13,464

EV / REVENUE

47,862

21,330

EV / REVENUE FORWARD

37,392

20,633

EV / EBITDA

38,100

28,578

EV / EBITDA FORWARD

30,724

P / FFO

47,280

Current SPG market capitalization is worth $26 billion after
strong performance in the last weeks following the vaccine
news release (corresponding price per share: $85.25).
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Simon Property Group Valuation Summary
§ strong reputation and track records
§ experienced management
§ industry-leading portfolio
§ well financed to overcome the shock
§ not yet experienced post-crisis full rebound

Our valuation estimates a fair value for the equity of $32.093
billion, that given the current number of outstanding shares
leads to a price per share of $104.9.

34,553

28,731

P / FFO FORWARD

P / FCF

Expected Fair
Value $ 32B

43,855

33,462

According to our valuation, the stock is trading
almost at 20% discount, thus the position is

BUY

